If you’re looking to simplify benefit programs and control costs, then consider a complete benefits package from Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Anthem Life Insurance Company (Anthem Life).

**The benefits of choosing a complete benefits package**

Purchasing health and dental, vision, disability and life can help promote the overall health and productivity of employees and make the employer’s job a lot easier with:

- One account management contact.
- Clinically coordinated health, vision and disability products.
- Administrative efficiencies.

**Keeping it affordable**

If benefit dollars are limited, then consider our Voluntary portfolio of dental, vision, disability and life plans. Employers pick the plan design and let employees purchase coverage at affordable group rates. We also offer Personalized Enrollment Forms and an Enrollment Partnership program that waives participation requirements and may provide favorable rates to employees.¹

> Turn over to learn more.
A quick glance at our products

**Dental Prime and Dental Complete**

- **Care coordination:** Members who are pregnant or living with diabetes can receive coverage for one additional dental cleaning or periodontal checkup each year.  
- **Network:** Dental Prime and Complete members have access to one of the nation’s largest dental networks through the national Dental GRID.  
- **Additional Features:**
  - No waiting periods for major services with employer-paid plans.
  - Optional benefit of annual maximum carryover that allows members to carry over some unused benefit dollars from one year to the next.
  - An optional benefit for brush biopsy which together with a surgical biopsy may help to diagnose oral cancer.
  - International Dental Emergency Care: Anthem dental coverage automatically includes access to credentialed English-speaking dentists in more than 100 countries—with English-speaking operators available 24 hours a day to help find a dentist who is in the program.

**Vision**

- **Clinical coordination:** Only Anthem paves the way for two-way communication between eye doctors and primary care doctors. If an eye doctor finds a high-risk condition such as diabetes or high blood pressure during a routine eye exam, they can share that information with the member’s primary care doctor. The information is tracked in an electronic health record so your employees get the follow-up care and support they need.
- **Network:** Blue View Vision members have access to one of the nation’s largest vision networks giving members the opportunity to call or click online at 1-800 CONTACTS, visit a private practice eye doctor, or go in store to LensCrafters®, Pearle Vision®, Sears Optical™, Target Optical® and JCPenney® Optical.
- **Additional Features:** Our additional savings program lets members save even more. They’ll receive a 20% savings off the balance when they select an eyeglass frame priced higher than their plan allowance. They can also save 15% to 40% on non-covered materials such as extra pairs of glasses, conventional contact lenses, lens treatments and other items. This savings can be used for unlimited purchases—even after they’ve used their benefits for the coverage period.
- **Service:** We offer among the longest customer service hours in the industry with live customer service reps available seven days a week and extended evening hours, plus 24/7 access to our interactive voice response (IVR) system.

**Disability and Life**

- **Clinical coordination:** Short-term disability coverage with our ConditionCare and/or Future Moms programs—providing additional guidance, resources and health management for employees who are pregnant or have chronic health conditions.  
- **Strength:** Over 50 years of industry experience and A.M. Best financial rating of A (Excellent).  
- **Additional Features:** Our plans provide more than just a benefit check—we provide support services to help employees get back to their regular life:  
  - Resource Advisor gives employees counseling and consultations regarding emotional, financial and legal concerns as well as identity theft recovery services.  
  - Travel assistance services help employees and dependents with medical, repatriation and travel companion issues  
  - Newborn Parenting Resources provide eight weeks of personal life coaching services to help new mothers get back to work while balancing motherhood, family responsibilities and work life.  
- **Service:** We’re proud to say we have set the standard in industry-leading disability claim services by processing disability claims in 6.9 days.  

Put our strength to work for you

Our health, dental, vision, disability and life products are great alone, but work even better together. Visit anthem.com/specialty to learn how Anthem can offer you a complete benefits portfolio. Or, call your broker or Anthem sales representative.